Torus-Event-Based Fault Diagnosis for Stochastic Multirate Time-Varying Systems With Constrained Fault.
In this paper, the torus-event-based fault detection and isolation (FDI) problem is investigated for a class of time-varying multirate systems. An ellipsoidal constraint is first adopted to describe the fault in a more practical pattern, and a novel torus-event-triggering scheme is proposed to improve the unilateral triggering mechanism. The aim is to design the torus-event-based fault detection filter and fault isolation estimators such that both the prescribed variance constraint on the estimation error and the desired H∞ performance on the disturbance are guaranteed over the finite horizon. Especially, the residual evaluation function is employed to detect the fault, and the residual matching function is developed to isolate the fault. Furthermore, three optimization problems are provided to seek separately the minimal parameters on the H∞ performance level, the upper bound of the estimation error variance, and the triggering torus. Finally, two simulation examples are utilized to show the effectiveness of the FDI scheme proposed in this paper.